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The book is targeted at American college students with three or more years of modern Chinese language instruction; its
materials are suifficient for a semester's worth of classes that meet four times a week. Selections are primarily from local
and overseas Chinese newspapers and magazines, and deal with topics related to the economic, cultural, social and
political changes since the reform and opening up of China in the early 1980's.
This textbook teaches daily Chinese through the use of contemporary Chinese news articles and includes 12 lessons,
each with a unique topic.
The Adventures in Japanese, Volume 1 workbook contains reading and writing exercises that correspond to the lessons
in the Volume 1 textbook, and listening exercises from t
The Chinese Odyssey, Volume 2 combined textbook and workbook comprises the second semester of a first-year
Chinese course for students in high school or college
The Adventures in Japanese 4/e Volume 1 Textbook gives students a strong foundation in the Japanese language
through the development of the four language skills: speaking, listening, reading, and writing.
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The Adventures in Japanese 4/e Volume 2 Textbook gives students a strong foundation in the Japanese language through the development
of the four language skills: speaking, listening, reading, and writing.
Volume 1 gently, but thoroughly introduces hiragana and katagana in order to acclimate the student to the use of characters. Seventeen
basic kanji are also introduced. - Publisher.
This is a new approach to teach Chinese as a foreign language and is designed for primary school students who start to learn Chinese as
total beginners. The focus is to build strong foundation of mastering pin yin and tones through listening to lively rhymes, pictures, and story
telling. The topics include such common routines as greetings, classroom language, numbers and dates, colors and clothing, house and
rooms, and animals. The set comprises 4 books, each book consists of one textbook with a CD and one workbook. This workbook consist of
reproducible exercises.
Everyone should have a bucket list, but when your particular bucket happens to be the trash can, getting through your to-dos and into the
affections of the girl you like can be tough. Will Tom's strategy and the items on his list be enough to overcome the fact that in tennis, love is
zero? "Tom" is an easy Chinese reader intended for students with approximately 150-200 hours of Chinese study. It emphasizes the highestfrequency words and structures and contains 369 unique Chinese characters. A full glossary and overleaf Pinyin support let new readers read
independently. "Tom" fits between "Susan you mafan " and "Josh Duyiwuer" in this series of easy readers by Terry Waltz.

The series is a three-level course for learners who have little knowledge of Chinese. The textbook covers texts and grammar with
particular emphasis on listening and speaking. The primary focus for Book 1 is the teaching of radicals (unit 1), character writing
and character formation. The simple and independent characters are introduced through short rhymes in unit 2 to unit 5. The
topics for level one are: greetings, family members, personal introduction, numbers and dates, countries and languages,
occupation and work places, modes of transport and time.
The Adventures in Japanese Fourth Edition Workbook offers many new features including: reading for comprehension; character
reading in both horizontal and vertical formats; writing exercises for language; and hiragana, katakana, and kanji practice.
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The Flying with Chinese student book offers age-appropriate fun with age-appropriate Chinese language learning strategies.

Integrated Chinese 2 Textbook Simplified Chinese??????Textbook : simplified and traditional characters. Level 2, part
2Cheng & Tsui Company
In this DVD, a series of conversations covers the business topics presented in Open for Business (Volumes 1 & 2); two
native speakers use the vocabulary and sentence patterns presented; 1 & 2
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Comprehensive and current, this lexicon is the first specifically designed to serve the needs of English speakers doing
business in and with China and other Mandarin-speaking areas.
This workbook provides graduated individual practice for the four skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
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Cheng & Tsui's best-loved Chinese textbook series is new, revised, and better than ever!
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